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Abstract: The accuracy of short-term demand forecasting is critical for real-time operation
management of urban rail transit, which largely depends on the choice of time resolution. Although
there have been continuous improvements in forecasting models, the basic issue has not been well
addressed. In this regard, the predictability of short-term demand in terms of time resolution setting
and the corresponding model selection have been addressed in this study. Two methods have been
considered: the demand forecasting with the past demand during the same time slot on the same
weekday (the same period method); and that with continuous time series demand exactly before the
forecasted time slot (time series method). The predictability for these two methods was respectively
measured by the similarity of the same period and the stability of the time series. Consequently, the
influence of time resolution on the predictability of short-term demand for urban rail transit has been
evaluated. With the methods proposed, this study conducted an analysis on five-week smartcard
data in the Beijing subway system. Results suggest that the predictability of short-term demand
presented remarkable heterogeneity in both time and space. The predictability of demand forecasting
at station level has been summarized into different levels, and the corresponding methods can be
selected for each class. Generally, to ensure a desirable accuracy, forecasting can be made at a 10-min
and 60-min interval on weekdays and weekends, respectively. The same period method works better
for the short-term demand forecasting on weekdays. While the time series method performs better for
prediction on weekends. As for short-time OD (origin-destination) demand, the time series method
with a 10-min interval, which is supplemented by the same period method, can generate acceptable
forecasting results. In brief, this study provides suggestions on the time resolution and method
selection for short-term demand forecasting.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, urban rail transit in China has developed rapidly, leading to network expansion.
Many urban rail transit networks have been challenged by issues in the management of passenger
demand [1]. It requires a more accurate model of short-term prediction for urban rail transit network
operation. According to the difference in prior passenger information, the short-term demand
prediction methods can be divided into the same period method and the time series method. The main
prediction objects are station boarding demand and OD (Origin-Destination) demand. Since choosing
time resolution for such kind of forecasting is a basic issue in short-term demand prediction, it affects
the prediction accuracy directly.
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Various methods have been used in the field of prediction for short-term transport demand and
OD demand, though not limited to rail transit [2,3]. According to the two type of data papers, time
series data and the same period data, we can divide literatures into two categories, times series method
and the same period method.

1.1. Time Series Method

Based on the time series data of passenger flow, lots of models have been used in short-term
predication. In particular, the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) is mostly used.
It assumes the current demand is a linear combination of some orders of demand in previous time
slots. To take the apparent seasonal features of transport demand into account, SARIMA (seasonal
autoregressive integrated moving average) was established to achieve better results [4]. Such type of
linear model cannot capture the non-linear features of transport demand. Thus, the non-linear model
emerged, such as neural network and support vector machine models (SVM) [5,6].

In recent years, using combined models rather than a single model became a trend in this field [7].
Zhang et al used a series of station boarding demand at 2-min interval in the morning-peak (6:00–9:05)
of 5 weekdays to predict the ridership [8]. These combined models showed better performance
compared to single models. Sun et al developed a wavelet-SVM model to predict demand and
interchange demand based on 15-min interval [9]. It was suggested that the wavelet-SVM model was
the most suitable short-term demand forecasting model for the Beijing subway system and had strong
robustness. Wei et al proposed a hybrid model of empirical mode decomposition and neural network
to predict short-term metro demand using time series demand records [10]. The three-stage model
uses the empirical mode decomposition model to extract inputs from the original dataset at the first
two stages, and the prediction is made with these inputs fed to a neural network model at the final
stage. The proposed model outperforms the existing model such as SARIMA. Jia et al also formulated
a combined model with GM (grey model) and ARMA (autoregressive moving average), using the time
series data of passenger flow in the weekdays in four continuous weeks to forecast the demand at
a subway station every 10 min [11].

1.2. The Same Period Method

One of the shortages of the time series method is that it cannot realize the different type days,
such as weekdays and weekends or festivals and ordinary days, which causes the models based on
time series data to not show good performance all the time. So, the same period data has been used
to solve the problem. Yao et al forecasted the OD demand in the intervals of 15 min, 30 min, and 60
min with data extracted from the AFC (auto fare collection) data of the same period last week [12].
The result showed that prior information credibility increased with the increase of the interval length,
as well as its accuracy, especially during the peak hours. The interval should be 15 min in order to meet
the requirements of estimated intervals and estimation precision. Du et al analyzed the fluctuation
and similarity of expressway OD under multi-intervals [13]. The results showed that it was difficult
to accurately predict transit demand within 2 h-intervals using the time series demand in last slots.
If using the same period historical data to forecast the OD demand within the scope of the expressway,
choosing time resolution of 30 min would yield a higher prediction accuracy, especially on weekdays.

The prediction models and intervals of short-term passenger flow differed greatly in the previous
studies. But they have ignored two basic questions in short-term prediction. One is whether the
short-term demand of each station is predictable. What is a proper predicting method for a station
which has large instability in the prior passenger demand? To what extent does the demand show
a strong regularity? The other question is how to select the time resolution to make the models show
better performance? Shall we consider different intervals to predict demand in different time periods
(peak and off-peak)? Zhong analyzed the pattern of passenger flow and OD demand with different time
resolutions based on one-week AFC data of London, Singapore, and Beijing. The results indicate that
the minimum interval for forecasting meeting the requirement of accuracy should be 15 min. Larger
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time resolutions will sacrifice the predicting accuracy to various degrees [14]. That work indicates
there are limitations on time resolution selection.

To address these basic questions, this study has evaluated the predictability of different forecasting
objects in the entire network scale and analyzed the choice of intervals and methods for short-term
demand forecasting. The remaining part of this article is structured as follows. The next section
describes the dataset used and the methodologies established in this work. Then, the results are
presented for both entry demand and ODs. These results are also visualized in GIS (geographic
information system), followed by the discussions on the results in terms of forecasting method selection
and time resolution selection. Finally, conclusions and suggestions on rail transit short-term demand
forecasting are provided.

2. Methodology

In this section, firstly we give a brief introduction of the dataset. Then, the methods applied in
this study are formulated in details. The purpose of this study is to investigate the method and time
resolution choice problem of short-term rail ridership forecasting. According to the prior data used
for demand forecasting in the next time slot, the philosophy of the predicting method can be roughly
classified into two categories: ‘same period’ method and ‘time series’ method. Hereafter the ‘same
period’ method forecasts urban rail demand according to the ridership in the same time slot of day in
a continuous few days or in the same time slot on the same weekday of several continuous weeks.
The ‘time series’ method refers to forecasting passenger demands based on the historical demand data
in a few time resolutions exactly before the target time slot. For the first method, similarity in terms
of PCC (Pearson correlation coefficient) is normally used to measure the predictability; while for the
latter one, time stability is commonly used.

2.1. Dataset

The dataset used in the study was the subway AFC data of 5 consecutive weeks from March 2016
to April 2016. After removing redundant data, the dataset structure is shown in Table 1. Card_id is
a card number that represents the unique identity of a passenger. Entry_station and Exit_station are
the boarding stations and the exiting stations of the passenger, respectively. Entry_time and Exit_time
ranged from 1 to 1140 are the time series numbers of entering station and exiting station respectively,
because the metro operating hours are 5:00–24:00 every day, 1140 min a day in total. Then, the time
series of station boarding passenger flow and OD passenger flow are extracted.

Table 1. An example of AFC (Auto Fare Collection) data after cleaning on a certain day in March.

Card Id Entry Station Exit Station Entry Time Exit Time

190604 260 9 397 439
128477 19 22 826 840
390467 15 244 704 734
197686 191 115 279 314
752308 143 247 193 229

2.2. Same Period Similarity Measurement

According to [14], 15 representative intervals are selected as ∆t(min) :

∆t = [1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 60, 95, 114, 190, 228, 285, 380, 570].

Then, 1140 min of a day (5:00–24:00) are divided into 15 intervals:

n = [1140, 570, 228, 114, 76, 57, 38, 19, 12, 10, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2].
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The vector XN_∆t(iD) is used to represent time series of station boarding flow:

XN_∆t(iD) = [x1, x2, x3, . . . , xt, . . . , xn],

where N denotes the station number; ∆t denotes interval; iD denotes the day D of week i; i ∈ (1, 5)
denotes that the AFC data is selected for five consecutive weeks; D ∈ (1, 3, 5, 7) denotes selecting
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday from each week; t ∈ (1, n) denotes 1140 min, per day is
divided into n segments n = 1140/∆t.

The PCC [15] is used to measure the similarity during the same period of two weeks. For
example, the Pearson coefficient index rN_∆t(iD, jD) of xN_∆t(iD) and xN_∆t( jD), which is the coefficient
of passenger flow time series on the same day D of the week i and week j under the interval ∆t, can be
calculated as following:

rN_∆t(iD, jD) =

n∑
k=1

(xN_∆tk(iD) − xN_∆t(iD))(xN_∆tk( jD) − xN_∆t( jD))

(

√
n∑

k=1
(xN_∆tk(iD) − xN_∆t(iD))

2
)(

√
n∑

k=1
(xN_∆tk( jD) − xN_∆t( jD))

2
)

.

Because of i, j ∈ (1,5), measuring the similarity between the same day D of five weeks yields a 5 ×
5 symmetric matrix consisting of 10 Pearson coefficients:

RN_∆t(iD, jD) =


1 rN_∆t(2D, 1D) rN_∆t(3D, 1D) rN_∆t(4D, 1D) rN_∆t(5D, 1D)

rN_∆t(1D, 2D) 1 rN_∆t(3D, 2D) rN_∆t(4D, 2D) rN_∆t(5D, 2D)

rN_∆t(1D, 3D) rN_∆t(2D, 3D) 1 rN_∆t(4D, 3D) rN_∆t(5D, 3D)

rN_∆t(1D, 4D) rN_∆t(2D, 4D) rN_∆t(3D, 4D) 1 rN_∆t(5D, 4D)

rN_∆t(1D, 5D) rN_∆t(2D, 5D) rN_∆t(3D, 5D) rN_∆t(4D, 5D) 1


.

In the comparison, the average of 10 Pearson coefficients is used as a similarity indicator for
station boarding passenger flow:

CN_D_∆t =
l∑

i=1

l∑
j=i+1

(rN_∆t
2(iD, jD)/(l(l− 1)/2)),

where rN_∆t
2(iD, jD) represents similarity between xN_∆t(iD) and xN_∆t( jD). For instance,

r210_5
2(23, 53) = 0.7 denotes that the station boarding passenger flow (for station 210) on Wednesday in

the second week has a similarity of 70% with the same day in the fifth week when the interval is 5 min.
The closer the degree of similarity is to 1, the more significant the passenger flow pattern is. l is the
number of measured weeks, in this study l = 5. The measured similarity of the entry passenger volumes
at all the stations in the entire network for every day D in measured weeks is a one-dimensional matrix:

RRD_∆t = [C1_D_∆t, C2_D_∆t, . . . , CN_D_∆t].

Variables in Section 2.2 are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Variables in Section 2.2.

Variables Type Meanings

∆t Number Time resolution

n Number The number of intervals a day

l Number the number of measured weeks

XN_∆t(iD) Vector time series of station N boarding with the time resolution of ∆t in the
day D of week i

rN_∆t(iD, jD) Number the coefficient of passenger flow time series on the same day D of the
week i and week j under the interval ∆t

RN_∆t(iD, jD) Matrix a 5 × 5 symmetric matrix consisting of 10 Pearson coefficients

rN_∆t
2(iD, jD) Number similarity between XN_∆t(iD) and XN_∆t( jD)

CN_D_∆t Number the average of 10 Pearson coefficients

RRD_∆t Vector The measured similarity of the entry passenger volumes at all the
stations in the entire network for every day D in measured weeks

3. Time Series Stability Test

The augmented Dickey–Fuller test (ADF) is commonly used to determine if time series data is
stable or not [16]. A stable time series is easier to predict with the very complex model [17]. Thus, this
index can also be used as an indicator of predictability. The process of using the ADF test to evaluate
the stability of the passenger flow time series is shown in Figure 1. There are three forms in the ADF
test regression model: constant term and time trend term included, only constant term included and
no constant term or time trend term. Each has its own threshold value, and an appropriate regression
model can be selected based on the curve of the sequence. The equation of the general time series is
shown below:

Yt = α1 + α2t +
∑m

i=1
βiYt−i + εt.

In the equation, t is the time variable; m is the number of intervals; Yt refers to the demand at time
slot t; α1 is a constant term; α2t denotes a time trend term; βi is ith coefficient; Yt−i refers to the demand
at time slot t-i; εt is a residual.

From the equation above we can derive the 3 forms of the equations as follows:
(1) Constant term and time trend term included:

∆Yt = α1 + α2t + ρYt−1 +
∑m

i=1
βi∆Yt−i + εt.

(2) Only constant term included:

∆Yt = α1 + ρYt−1 +
∑m

i=1
βi∆Yt−i + εt.

(3) No constant term or time trend term:

∆Yt = ρYt−1 +
∑m

i=1
βi∆Yt−i + εt.

In the above three equations, ρ is a parameter.
In the inspection process, the sequence diagram is firstly observed. If the time trend term and

constant term exist, select the first form; if the constant term is significant, select the second form;
if neither the time trend nor the constant is significant, select third form with no constant term and
time trend.

Using the t-test with the Hypothesis H0 : ρ = 0, the resulting value is the ADF value P. Given
the significance level, if the ADF statistic value P is less than the threshold value, the parameter ρ is
significantly different from 0, and unit root does not exist in the sequence Yt, which means the sequence
is stable.
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Figure 1. Passenger flow time series stability test process.

In order to ensure the accuracy of different ADF stability evaluation test results, the corresponding
estimated value P of ADF is used as the evaluation index. Under the significance level of α = 0.05,
if P ≤ α, the original hypothesis is rejected and the sequence does not have a unit root, which means the
sequence is significantly stable. The less the P value, the more significant the stability of the sequence;
if P > α, the original hypothesis is accepted, the sequence has a unit root, which suggests the sequence
is not stable, and the larger the P value, the less significant the stability of the sequence.

Selecting one of the weekdays and one of the weekends in a week as the characteristic days D in
the study, n = 1140/∆t, then there is a P value for each station passenger flow (OD) time series Xn(iD)
after testing based on each intervals ∆t. Therefore, the passenger flow (OD) stability test result at each
station in the entire network on the day D of a week is a one-dimensional matrix:

PD_∆t = [P1, P2, P3, . . . , PN].

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Entry Passenger Volumes at Station Level

4.1.1. Similarity Measure between Entry Passenger Volumes of the Same Period

The higher the similarity of entry passenger volumes in the same day of different weeks, the higher
the predictability of short-term entry demand. Therefore, it is important to explore the minimum
time resolution for station short-term demand forecasting. In Figure 2, y axis means the percentage
of stations which meet the requirements in total stations, x axis means different time resolution,
RRD_∆t > 0.75 and RRD_∆t > 0.9 show the percentage of stations with similarity of CN_D_∆t > 0.75 and
CN_D_∆t > 0.9 in the total number of stations in different time resolutions ∆t. It can be found that the
proportion of stations with similarity greater than 0.75 and 0.9 is increasing with the interval over
time. To ensure that 90% of the stations in the entire network have a high similarity (RRD_∆t > 0.9), the
minimum time resolutions which ensure the accuracy of demand forecasting are 15 min on weekdays,
and 60 min on weekends. To ensure that 90% of the stations in the entire network have a strong
similarity (RRD_∆t > 0.75), the minimum time resolutions should be 5 min on weekdays and 20 min
on weekends. Overall, the larger the time resolution, the stronger the similarity of the station’s
short-term station boarding demand. By studying the variation pattern of similarity of station boarding
demand with time, the “same period” method should be used to predict the optimal time resolution of
short-term entry-demand at a station.
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4.1.2. Time Series Stability Test of Entry Passenger Volumes

Figure 3 shows the change of the proportion of stable stations with time resolution at three
significant levels in weekdays and weekends. It can be seen that the proportion of stations with
stable demand rises quickly in 10 min and reached a plateau afterwards within 60 min on weekdays.
At 10 min time resolution, the proportion of stations with stable demand reach peak and stay stable,
at this point, the proportion under three kinds of significance test, α = 0.01, α = 0.05, and α = 0.1,
which are widely used in statistics, are 39%, 62%, and 75%, respectively, indicating that 62% of the
station traffic can get accurate prediction results by the “time series” method based on 10-min time
resolution. During the weekends, the proportion of stations with stable demand decreases with the
increase of time resolution within 30 min. The proportion remains growing from 30 min to 114 min,
until reaching the maximum value. When the time resolution is 114 min and the α has the same
values, the proportion of station with stable demand are 15%, 30%, and 43%, respectively under three
significance tests. Not only is the stable demand station proportion far lower than the weekdays, but
also the time resolution is far larger than the one for weekdays, which is 10 min. Therefore, it is difficult
to obtain accurate prediction results even at large time resolution using the “time series” method for
predicting short-time demand on weekends.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 18 
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The trend of passenger flow on weekends is obviously different from that on weekdays. Many
stations have a stable demand on small time resolution (1 min, 2 min) on weekends, which is related
to fewer passengers on weekends. It is also related to the strong randomness of travel time and
place. Usually it takes a few minutes to complete uploading the smart card information regarding
the passenger flow. Therefore, the short time interval has a low operability in real time in short-term
prediction. On average, using the “time series” method to forecast short-term demand on weekends
can only make accurate predictions for 24% of the stations (about 67 stations) with 60-min interval.
Although increasing the interval to 114 min, which is too large, would make the proportion of stations
with stable demand increase to 30%, it loses the meaning of short-term demand prediction.

4.2. Passenger Volumes in Different OD Pairs

Figure 4 shows the distribution of OD demand percentiles in the four selected days of a week.
The OD pairs with passenger volume over 0 exceed 72,000. On weekdays, the maximum passenger
volume exceeds 6000, and on weekends, the maximum passenger flow is about 2000, but the passenger
volume in 80% daily OD is less than 100. Since the minimum time resolution chosen in the study is
1 min, it is of little significance to study the OD pairs with low passenger volumes. Therefore, the top
200 passenger volumes ODs in weekdays are studied. The similarity and the stability for the passenger
volumes in these 5000 OD pairs are measured and tested.
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4.2.1. Similarity Measure of the Same Period

In Figure 5, RRD_∆t of 0.75 and 0.90 are also used as the standard for division, and the proportion
of OD pairs with strong predictability and high predictability is calculated. As can be seen from the
figure, the larger the time resolution, the more OD pairs enter the range where predictability is strong
and high. From the growth rate of the curve, it can be seen that on weekdays, the growth rate decreases
at the 60-min interval. At this interval, the proportion of ODs with strong predictability (RRD_∆t > 0.75)
exceeds 90%, but the proportion of OD pairs with high predictability (RRD_∆t > 0.9) is low, about
65%; at the 190-min interval on weekends, the growth rate reduces, the proportion of ODs with strong
predictability exceeds 60%, and the proportion of ODs with high predictability is only higher than
20%. Thus, the predictability of OD demand is low on both weekdays and weekends, and the OD
demand on weekends cannot be accurately predicted with a small interval. However, on weekdays,
it is possible to make accurate predictions for OD demand with 60-min interval. Compared with the
analogy of station boarding demand, the OD demand is more difficult to predict. The most important
reason is that the OD demand forecast not only pays attention to where the passengers come from,
but also to which stations the passengers are travelling to, which increases the uncertainty. Another
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reason is that the number of OD pairs is much higher than the number of stations, and the passenger
volume of a single OD is much smaller than that of a single station. Overall, on weekends, it is not
suitable to predict the short-term OD demand with the same period method, while on weekdays, it is
more reasonable to set the interval at 60 min to predict the short-term OD demand with the same
period method.
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4.2.2. Time Series Stability Test

The relationship between the proportion of stable OD demand and the time resolution of the OD
demand on weekdays and weekends under the three levels of significance test is shown in Figure 6.
It can be seen that on weekdays and weekends, the proportion of ODs with stable demand decreases
when interval increases. Therefore, the larger the time resolution, the larger the variability of OD
demand. And the downward trend on weekdays is larger than that on weekends. Taking into account
the feasibility of time resolution in actual forecasting, it is reasonable to choose 10-min time resolution
on weekdays and weekends. Meanwhile, the corresponding proportions of ODs with stable flow at the
three levels of significance test where α = 0.01, α = 0.05, and α = 0.1 are 29.38%, 57.38%, and 77.76%,
respectively on weekdays, and 81.86%, 87.68%, and 90.80% on weekends. Thus, the proportion of ODs
with stable flow on weekends is significantly higher than that on weekdays by 30.30%.
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5. Discussion

The higher the similarity of passenger flow time series and the smaller the variability, the more
reliable the results are. Based on this principle, once the thresholds of similarity and stability are set,
the predictable ranks of short-time station boarding and OD passenger flow are determined.

5.1. Forecasting Boarding Demand at Station Level

5.1.1. Comparison of Metrics for Weekdays and Weekends

Figure 7 compares the similarity measurement and stability test results of the station boarding
passenger flow and shows a scatter plot for stations with different attributes. Ten-min interval on
weekday and 60-min interval on weekend are selected to compare the same period method with
the time series method for predicting applicability. The red-shaded area indicates that the station
boarding passenger flow has a larger similarity (RRD_∆t > 0.9), which is suitable for the same period
forecasting method. The blue-shaded area indicates that the station boarding passenger flow has
smaller variability (P < 0.05), and is suitable for using time series method for prediction. Overlapping
regions indicate that both methods are applicable, while other regions indicate that using either of the
two methods alone cannot achieve accurate predictions.
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With the comparison between entry passenger volumes on weekdays and weekends, it can be
seen that on weekdays, the stations are mostly clustered in the upper left corner in Figure 7, with
only a few stations outside of the shaded area, and on weekends, stations with greater variability
have a larger similarity. Taking the attributes of stations into account, on weekdays, stations with the
attributes of “residential” and “office” have a relatively high stability and the same period similarity,
which is related to the commuting characteristics of such stations. “Traffic” attribute includes “train
station”, “hub”, and “airport”. On weekdays, stations with this attribute have a lower same period
similarity and a less fluctuant passenger flow. While on weekends, stations with this attribute have
a higher same period similarity and a more fluctuant passenger flow. This is related to the passenger
flow carried by stations with “traffic” attributes having different nature on weekdays and weekends.
“Entertainment” attribute includes “shopping” and “travelling”. Stations with this attribute are only
a few and have a high same period similarity.
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5.1.2. Predictability Level for Boarding Demand

As is shown in Table 3, based on the same period similarity and the ADF stability of the station
boarding passenger time series, the predictability of short-term station boarding passenger flow at the
station is ranked.

Table 3. The level of the predictability of short-term station boarding passenger flow at the station.

Level Feature

Rank 1
Stations that are suitable for both methods. The same period similarity RRD_∆t > 0.9 and
the time series P < 0.05 for the ADF test. These stations are in the overlapping area of the

blue and red shade in Figure 7.

Rank 2
Stations that are suitable for the same period method. The same period similarity

RRD_∆t > 0.9 and the time series P > 0.05 for the ADF test. These stations are in the area
that is covered by red shade alone in Figure 7.

Rank 3
Stations that are suitable for the time series method. The same period similarity

RRD_∆t < 0.9 and the time series P < 0.05 for the ADF test. These stations are in the area
that is covered by blue shade alone in Figure 7.

Rank 4
Stations that are not suitable for either of the methods. The same period similarity
RRD_∆t < 0.9 and the time series P > 0.05 for the ADF test. These stations are in the

unshaded area in Figure 7.

Station Rank Changes on Different Days of the Week

Whether the same station has the same predictable rank on different days of the week is important
in understanding the passenger flow pattern of stations. Figure 8 shows the change of the predictable
rank of the short-term station boarding passenger flow among different days of the week. On weekdays,
more stations change predictable ranks from Rank 1 (on Monday) to Rank 2 (on Wednesday) and
from Rank 2 (on Wednesday) back to Rank 1 (on Friday), which indicates that the passenger flow on
Wednesday is more volatile than that on Monday and Friday. Considering the rank stability of stations,
56.4% of the stations remained unchanged during the three weekdays, of which stations in Rank 1,
Rank 2, Rank 3, and Rank 4 accounted for 39.9%, 13.3%, 1.4%, and 1.8%, respectively in these three
weekdays. Generally, the predictable ranks of the three feature days on weekdays fluctuated little,
and there are more rank changes from weekdays to weekends. For example, more than half of the
stations belonging to Rank 1 on Friday fell to Rank 2 on Sundays. Even though the time resolution of
weekends is 60 min, the station boarding passenger flow fluctuations are still large. Therefore, in order
to obtain better prediction results, it is necessary to select appropriate time resolution and forecasting
method for stations of different days and different ranks.
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Spatial Distribution of Stations in Different Ranks

Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of stations in different ranks and weeks. From the
distribution on weekdays (10-min interval), it can be seen that the stations in Rank 1 are relatively
evenly distributed. Most of the stations in Rank 2 located in the urban areas within the Fifth Ring Road;
there are fewer stations in Rank 3 and Rank 4. According to the distribution on weekends (60-min
interval), the majority of the stations are in Rank 2, and most of them are located in the Fourth Ring
Road. Due to the fact that the percentages of stations in Rank 1 and Rank 2 on weekdays and weekends
exceed 85%, the spatial distribution pattern is not significant. Stations in Rank 1 are distributed
relatively even in the entire network, whereas stations in Rank 2 are mainly located in the urban areas.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 18 
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5.2. Forecasting Passenger Volumes in Different OD Pairs

5.2.1. Comparison of Metrics for Weekdays and Weekends

For each OD, selecting 10-min interval for both weekdays and weekends, we compared the
applicability of the two forecasting methods. Since the OD passenger flow has an overall lower
similarity, threshold is set at 0.75. In Figure 10, the red-shaded area shows passenger volumes in OD
pairs with a higher similarity (RRD_∆t > 0.75), therefore the ODs that fall in this area are suitable for
predicting with the same period method. The blue shaded area shows the OD passenger flow with
lower variability (P < 0.05), thus OD pairs in this area can be predicted using the time series method.
The intersection area in indicates that both methods are applicable, while the area outside of the shaded
region means that using either of the two methods alone cannot achieve accurate prediction results.
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term OD passenger flow is more suitable to the time series method for prediction. On weekends, the 
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Figure 10. Comparison between the same period and time series predictions of OD flow on weekdays
and weekends.

5.2.2. Predictability Level of Passenger Volumes in Different OD Pairs

Ranking the predictivity level of the short-term OD pairs, the result is in Table 4.

Table 4. The level of the predictivity level of the short-term OD pairs.

Level Feature

Rank 1
ODs that are suitable for both methods. The same period similarity RRD_∆t > 0.75 and the
time series P < 0.05 for the ADF test. These ODs are in the overlapping area of the blue and

red shade in Figure 10.

Rank 2
ODs that are more suitable for the same period method. The same period similarity

RRD_∆t > 0.75 and the time series P > 0.05 for the ADF test. These ODs are in the area that
is covered by the red shade alone.

Rank 3
ODs that are more suitable for the time series method. The same period similarity

RRD_∆t < 0.75 and the time series P < 0.05 for the ADF test. These ODs are in the area that
is covered by the blue shade alone.

Rank 4
ODs that are not suitable for either of the methods. The same period similarity

RRD_∆t < 0.75 and the time series P > 0.05 for the ADF test. These ODs are in the unshaded
area in Figure 10.

Changes in OD Ranks on Different Days of the Week

Figure 11 shows variations in the predictable rank of the same OD on different days of a week.
Although each rank of OD varies day by day, the predictable ranks of most ODs remain constant
during the weekdays, and the number of ODs per rank remains relatively stable. For example, from
Monday to Wednesday, although the number of ODs changing from Rank 1 to Rank 2 and from Rank 3
to Rank 4 is relatively high, there are also ODs changing from Rank 2 to Rank 1 and Rank 4 to Rank
3. ODs with constant ranks for three weekdays accounted for 43.1%, of which the ODs belonging
to Ranks 1 to 4 accounted for 10.28%, 3.96%, 18.04%, and 10.82%, respectively, indicating that the
short-term OD passenger flow is more suitable to the time series method for prediction. On weekends,
the majority of all ranks of OD change to Rank 3, and the number of ODs for Rank 3 reaches 4385 pairs,
while the number of ODs for Rank 1 and 2 is almost zero. It is worth noting that 85.30% of Rank 4 ODs
rises to Rank 3 from weekday to weekend. The OD pairs with less predictability on weekdays, can be
predicted on weekends with the time series method, and a few OD pairs transfer from Rank 1 to Rank
4 on weekends. For different days and different ranks of OD, it is important to select the appropriate
prediction methods to get better results.
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Spatial Distribution for ODs in Different Ranks

Figure 12 shows the spatial distribution pattern of different ranks of OD in different weeks. The
ODs of Rank 1, Rank 2, and Rank 3 are highlighted on three chosen weekdays. On Sunday, OD pairs
mainly belong to Rank 3 and Rank 4, thus, Rank 4 OD pairs are highlighted. On weekdays, the OD
spatial distribution of Rank 1 shows that there are more ODs outside of the Fifth Ring Road. The ODs
in Rank 2 have similar distribution to the ones in Rank 1, but are located in a smaller range. The main
reason is that passenger flow is relatively high at these stations. And the number of ODs going from
these stations to other stations on the entire network and arriving at these stations is also relatively
large. Besides, these ODs have a large space span and a long travel distance. In contrast, the OD in
Rank 3 has a smaller spatial range, and locates mainly in the area of the Fourth Ring Road. ODs with
long travel distances generally have a station at one end that serves a suburban residential area and
customers are daily commuters. Such ODs have higher same period similarity, while short-distance
ODs mainly consist of central stations and have a higher stability. On weekends, ODs in Rank 3 and
4 account for the vast majority. ODs in Rank 4 mainly located at the Beijing South Railway Station,
Tiantongyuan Station, Huilongguan Station, Xi’erqi Station, Xidan Station, etc. The ODs composed by
these stations have large spatial spans and long travel distances, but their similarity and stability are
both low on weekends.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 18 
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6. Conclusions

The overcrowding problem is quite common for mass rail transit systems, especially in China with
such a large population. To ensure rail passenger safety and mitigate crowding, real-time passenger
management measures are often adopted, such as passenger control or train deliver adjustment.
To manage passengers in a real-time sense, operators have to know the ridership in advance, such
as 15 min earlier. To this end, short-term ridership forecasting of travel demand is very widely
addressed. However, existing works focus more on the methodologies of predicting using historical
ridership data, and various models are developed for general application. These models may work
well for some rail stations but not for others, or achieve good results at one time resolution but bad for
others. Thus, the possible forecasting method and time resolution choice with accuracy, to some extent,
were investigated.

In this paper we focused on the selection of methods and interval for short-term passenger
flow prediction, using the same period method and time series method to analyze the short-term
station passenger flow and short-term OD passenger flow, ranking and evaluating the predictability of
short-term passenger flow and finally, giving suggestions for stations in different ranks and different
time on the selection of interval. The results are listed below:

(1) The similarity of the short-term station boarding passenger flow increases with the increase
of time resolution. On weekdays, the time series stability increases with the increase of time
resolution, while on weekends it decreases with the increase of time resolution. The same period
similarity of the station boarding passenger flow is much better than the time series stability. It is
suggested to choose 10 min and 60 min for weekdays and weekends respectively as the minimum
time resolution for forecasting short-term station boarding demand. Stations in Rank 1 and Rank
2 are suitable for the same period method, while stations in Rank 3 are suitable for the time series
method, which can make more than 90% of the station’s short-term boarding demand of the
whole network achieve reliable prediction results.

(2) The similarity of OD passenger flow increases with the increase of time resolution, while the time
series stability decreases with the increase of time resolution. The stability of OD passenger flow
is significantly better than similar. It is suggested that the forecast of short-time OD demand is
suitable with 10-min interval, and should mainly use the time series method. For weekdays,
the same period method should also be used to make predictions. This can provide accurate
predictions for about 70% weekdays and 90% weekends OD short-time passenger flow.

Our conclusions reveal that the ridership predicting can be quite case specific and different
stations have different travel demand patterns, so does the predicting method. To achieve better
results, operators should develop different types of forecasting models for different kinds of stations.
Meanwhile, the information hiding in the historical data has its limits, so there is a time resolution
cap. One cannot scale down to very high time resolution of forecasting and still assure the required
accuracy. This resolution cap can also be case specific.

In the future, researchers and practitioners should develop different categories of forecasting
models for short transit ridership predicting according to the ridership characteristics, rather than
establish an arbitrary type of model for general application.
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